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Plural Noun Forms
grammar.ccc.commnet.edu/grammar/plurals.htm
The plural form of most nouns is created simply by adding the letter s. more than one
snake = snakes more than one ski = skis more than one Barrymore = Barrymores

Plural Forms of Nouns - Study Spanish
www.studyspanish.com/lessons/plnoun.htm
The definite articles (el, la) also change in the plural form. They become "los" and "las."
The definite articles will be covered in depth in the next lesson.

English plurals - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/English_plural
English nouns are inflected for grammatical number, meaning that if they are of the
countable type, they generally have different forms for singular and plural.
Regular plurals · Near-regular plurals · Irregular plurals · Headless nouns

Nouns | Define Nouns at Dictionary.com
dictionary.reference.com/browse/nouns?s=t
The plural form of a common noun names a set or group. (Proper nouns are pluralized
only in special circumstances: There are many Springfields in the United States.

Plural Nouns
www.englishlanguageterminology.org/parts-of-speech/plural-nouns.htm
Examples Help with Plural Nouns! Visit this free resource for definitions and examples
of Plural Nouns. Free examples and information about Plural Nouns.

Plural - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Plural
1 The plural within systems of grammatical number; 2 Formation of plurals; 3 Plural
forms of other parts of speech; 4 Nouns lacking plural or singular form
The plural within ... · Formation of plurals · Plural forms of other ...

What is plural form of nouns - Answers.com
wiki.answers.com › … › Parts of Speech › Nouns › Plural Nouns
What is the plural possessive form of the noun?. Since the noun ends with -s, we do
not need to add another -s. Most plural forms end with -s or -es

Plurals of nouns - Oxford Dictionaries
www.oxforddictionaries.com/words/plurals-of-nouns
Plurals of nouns by Oxford Dictionaries ... Remember too, that the plural form of
octopus should always be octopuses and never octopi.

Plural Nouns | Articles - SpellingCity
www.spellingcity.com/plural-nouns.html
Plural noun forms worksheets for plurals, irregular plural nouns, and singular nouns.
Plural noun curriculum for plural subjects to help teach noun forms.

Activities on Plural Forms of Nouns | eHow
www.ehow.com › Education › K-12 › K-12 For Educators
Activities on the plural forms of nouns help students to learn the various rules of the
English language regarding how to modify a single noun into a plural one ...
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